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Our Story 

SYC has a relentless belief in people and their potential. We provide services that foster wellbeing, 
independence and opportunity for all Australians. 

A not-for-profit organisation, SYC invests back into the Australian community, helping tens of thousands 
of people every year with housing, education and employment. 

Founded in 1958 to support young people experiencing disadvantage, we now extend this expertise to 
people of all ages. 

SYC supports the people we work with to create a life without disadvantage, to build sustainable 
independence and to experience wellbeing in all areas of their life. 

Our Vision is to be the most effective provider of services that foster wellbeing, independence 
and opportunity for all Australians. 

Our Mission 

To empower the people we work with to create a life without disadvantage, to build sustainable 
independence and to experience personal wellbeing in all areas of their life. 

We achieve our Mission by designing, developing & delivering a wide range of services and by having a 
deliberate focus on Wellbeing in everything that we do. 

Our Service Portfolios: 

• Learning | Enabling people to acquire knowledge, skills and experience that can be retained and 
applied 

• Working | Helping people to gain and sustain work in all its forms 

• Home | Working with people to have a stable home, a sense of home and to feel safe and secure 
in their home 

• Justice | Supporting people to build pro-social connections and make positive choices 

• Health and Disability | Empowering people to live healthy, fulfilling lives 

 

For more information visit www.syc.net.au 

 

  

https://www.syc.net.au/learning/
https://www.syc.net.au/working/
https://www.syc.net.au/home/
https://www.syc.net.au/justice/
https://www.syc.net.au/health-and-disability/
http://www.syc.net.au/
http://www.syc.net.au/
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Message from our Chair 

At a time that Australia is facing uncertain times, the work that SYC does 
is more important than ever. Many people who I talk to and meet are 
surprised by the size and scope of what the organisation does. We now 
have more than 60 locations throughout 4 states, supported by over 500 
wonderful, caring and committed staff members. 

SYC offers people support to make life better, easier, safer and more 
rewarding. The people we work with as clients have many experiences in 
their life which may lead to, or have already led to, them experiencing 
disadvantage. 

Every day our teams help people get jobs, prepare people to re-enter the workforce, provide support for 
young people at risk of homelessness, help families experiencing mental health, and provide many more 
important services that help people on their path to prosperity.  

We continue to measure our success by the positive outcomes we achieve, whether it be getting 
someone a job or helping a young person find a safe place to live. Each outcome is a personal outcome 
and is so very important on an individual level.  

The people that work at SYC have a genuine desire to improve people’s lives.   

SYC has just recorded its best operating performance on record, it has a strong capable workforce and a 
positive culture. It is a large and complex organisation that relies on strong leadership and strategy to 
prosper. 

We are looking for a Chief Executive who will be accountable to the Board of SYC for the provision of 
strategic leadership and management to ensure the organisation remains on a positive trajectory, 
developing and growing its capacity and capability.  

If you believe you have the necessary skills, experience and commitment to provide the leadership the 
SYC needs, we are interested in hearing from you. 

David Hallett 

Chair 
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The Advertised Role 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

• National Human Services leader 

• Adelaide – Australia’s most liveable city 

Our client, SYC, is a national not-for-profit organisation that invests back into the Australian community, 

helping tens of thousands of people every year with housing, education and employment.  

SYC has a relentless belief in people and their potential. They empower the people they work with to 

create a life without disadvantage, to build sustainable independence, and to experience wellbeing in all 

areas of their life. Founded in 1958 to support young people experiencing disadvantage, SYC now 

extends this expertise to people of all ages. Today the organisation has more than 500 employees across 

more than 60 locations nationally. 

 

Following 18 years at SYC, the incumbent CEO is moving on at a time when the organisation has recorded 

its best operating performance on record, has a strong capable workforce and a positive culture that is 

underpinned by a rock-solid Board.  

Reporting directly to the Board of Directors, the CEO will provide strategic leadership to the organisation 

in a true leadership role that requires you to engender your well established federal and state 

government networks and be highly visible within the community, developing new relationships and 

strengthening existing partnerships.  

With proven experience and success as a CEO or equivalent Executive Management role within large 

complex organisations, you will have deep experience in implementing vision, developing profitable 

strategies, fostering innovation and growing organisational capacity by tender, acquisition or merger.  

You will bring a high level of integrity, commercial business acumen and insight to the role combined 

with genuine enthusiasm for making a difference in people’s lives.   

The ability to grasp complex concepts and prepare and present compelling propositions to key 

stakeholders and groups is essential, as is your ability to build and nurture purposeful relationships with 

key stakeholders including business, government, and the wider community. A tertiary qualification in a 

relevant field (i.e. business, management, social science) will be highly regarded. 

This is an incredible opportunity to thrive and lead the organisation to continue to make a significant 

impact in the sector across Australia.  

To view the Job Specification and Candidate Briefing Document, please visit www.vuca.com.au and click 

on the Services & Products tab.  For further enquiries, please contact VUCA Director, Ms Christine Locher 

0438 388 510 for a confidential discussion during business hours. Please forward your letter of 

application and CV in MS Word to SYCCEO@vuca.com.au by 6pm Sunday 29th November 2020. 
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Organisation Chart as at November 2020 
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Job Profile 

 

Reporting to: Board of Directors 

Direct Reports: 3 Direct Reports  

External Relationships:   Business, Government and Wider Community  

  

Job Focus 

Reporting directly to the Board of Directors, the CEO will drive the overall leadership, management and 

direction of SYC, including the ongoing sustainability and growth of the organisation. 

With an entrepreneurial mindset, deliver operational and financial performance as set out in the SYC 

Strategic Plan and within the framework of delegated authority. 

Develop and maintain strategic relationships with key stakeholders and funding sources. 

Provide strategic and inspirational leadership to the executive team and influence all SYC employees to 

share ownership of Our Purpose to positively affect the lives of people in need. 

KRA 1 – Executive Management 
 

KRA 1.1 Corporate Governance 

 Recommend and in conjunction with the Board develop key strategic direction for SYC. 
 Drive the development of, gain Board approval for and deliver the SYC strategic plan, annual 

operating plans, financial budgets and key organisational policy. 
 Drive SYC’s ability to identify and take advantage of emerging trends, changing circumstances, 

new business and funding opportunities and potential acquisitions and mergers. 
 Ensure ongoing, timely reporting and communication with the Chairman and the Board, 

providing essential information and reports to keep SYC Directors aware of organisational 
performance and key events affecting SYC. 

 Ensure compliance with relevant federal and state legislation across all applicable jurisdictions, 
including but not limited to financial, human resources and Health and Safety legislation. 

 Execute legal documents jointly with the Board Chair and/or designated officers. 
 

KRA 1.2 Financial Performance 

 Deliver the financial performance, achieving budgeted surplus contribution, as set out and 

approved by the Board. 

 Drive sound financial structure with a focus on, but not limited to, cash flow, capital expenditure 

and major financing arrangements. 

 Drive SYC investment strategy to ensure wealth and growth potential are maximised. 

 Appraise SYC’s financial position and issue monthly financial operating reports to the Board. 

https://www.syc.net.au/app/uploads/2019/10/SYC-Towards-New-Horizons.pdf
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KRA 1.3 Risk  

 Drive implementation of and adherence to the appropriate systems to identify and mitigate the 

principal risks to SYC. 

 Oversee, and where necessary take steps to have developed or to enhance reliable internal 

control systems within SYC. 

 Oversee, and where necessary take steps to protect and / or enhance SYC’s assets and 

investments. 

KRA 1.4 Communications, Development and Stakeholder Management  

 Effectively represent SYC and drive the development, implementation and management of SYC’s 

relationships with key stakeholders and influencers in government, industry, the NFP sector and 

corporate bodies. 

 Drive the identification of opportunities for further business development and the strategy 

for major tenders and contracts, acquisition and mergers; including the leveraging of 

existing services, intellectual property and reputation of SYC. 

 Ensure effective communication channels exist throughout SYC. 

 Drive the development, implementation and monitoring of major policies, procedures and 

systems and where appropriate, internal controls, to support these strategies. 

 

KRA 2 – Executive Leadership 

 Build and maintain a robust Executive Team, ensuring clarity of direction, required 

objectives and regular performance review to safeguard effective organisational 

performance and sustainability. 

 Provide SYC with visionary and strategic leadership; create high performing work teams and 

engender a culture of innovation, teamwork, commitment, ethical practices, integrity and 

high standards. 

 Ensure sustainable organisational capability and robust succession plans are in place at all 

levels by creating and mentoring leaders within both the executive team and the 

operational portfolios; and facilitating continuous professional development for all 

employees. 

 Ensure that the human resource practices for SYC are consistent with strategic objectives. 

 Drive change to gain commitment, motivation and accountability across SYC. 

 Drive innovation and leadership in the NFP sector, including but not limited to policy, 

funding strategies, reform and consultation. 
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KRA 3 – Compliance 

 Always operate, comply and behave in a manner consistent with both the letter and the intent 

of: 

o SYC’s policies and procedures, including but not limited to: 

▪ Code of Conduct; 

▪ Privacy Policy 

▪ Keeping Children and Young People Safe Policy; 

▪ Acceptable Use of Technology Facilities Procedure; and 

▪ Social Media Policy. 

o all relevant quality systems as amended from time to time; and 

o all relevant contracts, agreements, standards, legislation and regulations. 

 Uphold the principles of SYC’s Valuing Diversity and Equal Opportunity policies and encourage a 
work environment that is: 

o conducive to the acceptance and implementation of workplace diversity; 

o free from discrimination and harassment; and 

o respectful of each individual regardless of gender, gender identity, classification, 
background, qualifications, skills or other characteristics. 

 Support workplace gender equality by treating both men and women equally and fairly across all 
levels of the organisation. 

 

KRA 4 – Safety 
 

CEO Responsibilities 

As per all employee health and safety responsibilities and including: 

 Act in a manner that does not place your own health and safety or that of others at risk. 

 Contribute to the development and implementation of the SYC Health and Safety 

Strategic Plan, ensuring SYC meets its health and safety objectives. 

 Ensure regular reporting and monitoring of health and safety performance. 

 Ensure Duty of Care / Due Diligence responsibilities, such as: 

o maintaining up to date knowledge of workplace health and safety legislation; 

o understanding of the nature of operations and hazards and risks to the business; 

o ensuring appropriate resources are available to eliminate or minimise risks to the 

health and safety of workers and others; 

o ensuring appropriate processes are in place to review health and safety performance 
and verify that risks and hazards are being appropriately controlled in a timely 
manner. 
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Competency Profile  

Qualifications and Experience 

 Proven experience in CEO or Executive Management role(s) in a medium or large multi- 
service organisation is essential. 

 Proven experience in strategic and operational planning and working effectively with an 
organisation’s Board is essential. 

 Completion of (or willingness to complete within 12 months) the AICD Company Directors 
Course (CDC) is essential. 

 Proven experience in implementing vision, developing profitable strategies and growing 
organisational capacity by tender, acquisition and/or merger. 

 Proven experience in strategically managing resources (including but not limited to human, 
financial, physical, technology and information). 

 Tertiary qualifications in a relevant field (i.e. business, management, social science) would 
be highly regarded. 

Skills and Knowledge  

Able to demonstrate the following skills at a very highly developed level: 

 Leadership: 

o Inspire confidence, create trust, build consensus and relationships among executives, 
the board and the workforce. 

o Develop other people by creating a work environment that empowers and respects 
others, values diversity, promotes mutual trust, encourages co-operation and support 
and nurtures the wellbeing of employees. 

 Finance management: able to oversee and manage the preparation of annual budgets, 
understand and interpret financial documents; review financial performance and ensure 
ongoing viability. 

 Negotiation, change management, facilitation and continual improvement skills. 

 Relationship management skills to create, build and maintain effective networks and 
working relationships with key stakeholders including business, government, and wider 
community using effective communication. 

 Communication: able to grasp complex concepts and prepare and present information and 
ideas to key stakeholders and groups with confidence in a clear, concise and engaging 
manner, both verbally and in writing. 
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Key Attributes  

 Confidently and effectively demonstrates: 

 High level of commercial business acumen and the capacity to effectively lead within 
complex environments. 

 High level of honesty, integrity and confidentiality. 

 Drive, energy and resilience when handling workplace pressure to ensure stable 
performance and high-level workplace morale is maintained. 

Special Requirements/Conditions  

 To hold and maintain the applicable state clearance to work with children is an essential 
requirement for this role and continued employment with SYC. 

 Out of hours work and a willingness to travel, both intrastate and interstate, is required. 

 Possession of a current valid Driver’s Licence and willingness to drive is essential.  
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Work for SYC  
 

Our ability to attract high quality professionals across all our operations is key to our success to date 

and into the future. SYC employees enjoy a sense of doing something meaningful, whatever their role, 

as they each know that by doing their job, they are contributing the great work SYC does. 

Our size, multi-state presence across 60 locations and diverse range of our activities enable us to offer 

a wide range of employment opportunities. 

What SYC employees say about working for SYC: 

 91% of SYC employees say that they get a personal sense of accomplishment from their work 

 92% of SYC employees say their team in considerate, supportive and committed to achieving 

common goals 

 92% of SYC employees say that gender is not a barrier to opportunities at SYC 

Supporting and encouraging Diversity 

At SYC we are proud of our diverse workforce and are committed to supporting cultural diversity, 

gender equity and equal opportunity for all our employees irrespective of background, creed or race. 

Employee training and professional development initiatives at SYC promote inclusiveness and raise 

awareness of the value of diversity in the workplace, helping us to attract and retain employees from 

a broad cross section of cultural backgrounds. This in turn enhances the scope and quality of the 

service we provide to our client base, which is also very diverse. 

Commitment to professional development for all employees 

SYC is committed to helping and supporting its employees to grow and develop professionally. We 

provide ongoing training and career advancement opportunities to all employees with the view to 

helping them be successful in their role and to develop their own pathway to the role(s) they aspire 

to. SYC also offers a number of management and leadership development opportunities. 

Employee Assistance Program – Supporting employees when they need it 

SYC understands that sometimes an employee’s personal life may involve challenges and upsets that 

can impact on their family and working world. The SYC Employee Assistance Program (EAP) provides 

free, confidential counselling to eligible employees to help them through these challenging times. 

Salary Packaging 

Salary Packaging is offered to permanent full time, part time and some casual employees of SYC. This 

enables staff to reduce the amount of income tax paid and therefore increase their disposable 

income. Employees can salary package expenses such as rent or mortgage payments, household 

utilities and loan payments. Staff can also make use of additional Entertainment benefits that can be 

spent on expenses like restaurants, holiday car hire and accommodation. 
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Employee Referral Scheme 

SYC’s Employee Referral Scheme rewards employees who refer talented people who subsequently 

secure a position with SYC. This encourages employees to actively help SYC find and attract people 

who represent a good match with its culture, purpose and skill requirements. 

Discounted Corporate Private Health Cover 

SYC has teamed up with leading private health insurance provider Bupa to offer SYC employees’ 

access to discounted private health cover. 

Promoting Work Life Balance 

SYC recognises that a healthy work life balance is essential to the long-term wellbeing of our 

employees, which we support by: 

• More Personal Leave 

SYC provides employees with 12 days (rather than the National Employment Standards 

allowance of 10 days) of personal leave which covers sick leave and carer’s leave. 

• Loyalty Leave 

SYC rewards loyalty by offering an additional five days leave per annum to employees after 

they have worked for SYC continuously for two years. This means that employees who stay 

with SYC for two or more years have access to a standard 5 weeks leave per annum. 

• Birthday Leave 

Full time and part time employees who have been at SYC for one year or more are entitled to 

an extra day of leave, to be taken in the month of their birthday. 

• Extra Annual Leave at half pay 

SYC employees can request to take five or ten days annual leave at half pay, potentially 

maximising the available annual leave to six weeks. If combined with the extra week from 

Loyalty Leave, it can allow employees to take up to seven weeks of leave per annum. 
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Living & Working in Adelaide, South Australia 

Adelaide is Australia’s most liveable city and one of the most liveable cities on the planet. It is well 

known for its arts festivals, fine foods and wine, retail and dining experience and spirit of 

entrepreneurship and innovation. It has an advanced economy, world class universities and a 

flourishing multicultural heritage. Adelaide is the traditional home of the Kaurna people and has a 

strong indigenous culture today.

LIFESTYLE 

Adelaide is known for its Mediterranean style climate, 

where the weather is pleasant and moderate most of 

the year. Year-round big blue skies mean average 

winter temperatures of 16 degrees Celsius (°C) and 

28°C in summer. Hot days can be real sizzlers and 

easily reach 40°C though! 

Adelaide is a city that offers the physical and 

emotional space to breathe. There is a sense of 

freedom here – of expression, of movement, of 

thought. With a diverse and eclectic array of 

accessible experiences, it’s a city that allows time for 

immersion, paired with a sense of space and freedom 

that actively encourages true indulgence. 

The Adelaide Hills which are home to many villages, 

towns, wildlife parks and natural resources to explore, 

are less than half an hour drive from the City Centre. 

You’ll never be far away from some of the most 

pristine beaches and water sanctuaries in the world, 

with almost 30km of beaches bordering Adelaide. Our 

beaches are famous for the beautiful waters and wide 

sandy foreshores. Beachside areas like Glenelg, 

Brighton and Henley Beach are only 15-minute drives 

from the City and offer cosmopolitan hearts with retail 

and dining opportunities. Within short drives from the 

city centre are Port Willunga where you can scuba 

dive in natural and man-made reefs, Port Adelaide 

where you can frolic with dolphins and St Kilda where 

you can wander the mangroves and natural reserves, 

also home to Dolphins and other Australian fauna. 

A number of international measures rate metropolitan 

Adelaide highly for liveability, quality of life and cost of 

living. The Economic Intelligence Unit undertakes an 

annual Liveability Ranking and Overview of 140 cities 

around the world and Adelaide has in recent years 

consistently ranked 5th in the world. The Property 

Council of Australia undertakes its own annual survey 

on liveability of Australia’s top 10 biggest cities. In this 

survey Adelaide is ranked second only to Canberra, 

our nation’s capital, and above all other capital cities. 

The Mercer Quality of Living Survey compares global 

cities and is primarily used to inform multi-national 

companies regarding optimal office locations and 

employee conditions. Adelaide was most recently 

listed as 29th in the World and has consistently ranked 

highly in this survey. Mercer’s Cost of Living Report 

measures the comparative cost of over 100 items and 

Adelaide continues to outperform other Australian 

Capital Cities in this report 

REGIONAL EXPERIENCE: 

The regions surrounding Adelaide offer a unique 

experience with gourmet food offerings, 

internationally renowned wine, villages to explore and 

wildlife and natural attractions. 

Adelaide is a city that lives well beyond its 

conveniently designed square mile epicentre, flowing 

seamlessly into world-famous wine and food regions 

such as Barossa, just an hour’s drive north, or coastal 

escapes in the Fleurieu or Yorke Peninsula. You’ll be 

spoilt for choice. 

Travel another hour north and you’ll reach the Clare 

Valley, which is famous for its Rieslings. The Adelaide 

Hills has some stunning whites and there’s McLaren 

Vale and Langhorne Creek on the Fleurieu Peninsula – 

about an hour’s drive south of the city. Drive yourself 

or join a guided tour of Adelaide and its surrounds - 

the choice is yours. Take a road trip and discover the 

reds from the Coonawarra on the Limestone Coast. 

Kangaroo Island is an iconic destination, just two 

hours’ drive and a short ferry ride south of Adelaide. It 

has pristine beaches, unique wildlife, awesome 

sunsets and fantastic food and wine. 
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South Australia & Adelaide, Fast Facts  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the world’s most liveable cities 

Adelaide offers a relaxed, easy-going lifestyle, and is rated as one of the top 10 liveable cities in the 

world (Economist Intelligence Unit) and voted the most liveable metropolitan location (Central & Hills) 

in the country based on Ipsos’s 2020 ‘Liveability Index’. It is located in a beautiful region of South 

Australia, which is also ranked in the top 5 of the world’s regions.   

Australia’s most affordable mainland capital 

Your money will go much further in Adelaide. Studies show it costs 21% more to live in Melbourne and 

23% more to live in Sydney than Adelaide. Adelaide is around 4% cheaper than Brisbane and Perth 

(2016 Economist Intelligence Unit), meaning you will have more money to discover Australia during 

your weekends and holidays. 

  

SA POPULATION 

1.76m 

Adelaide City Resident 
Population  

29,889 

  

$110.4b 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
GROSS STATE PRODUCT 

2019 

 

$480k 

MEDIAN HOUSE PRICE 

$330k 

MEDIAN APARTMENT PRICE 

 

South Australia ranked in 

TOP 5 REGIONS OF THE 

WORLD by Lonely Planet’s 

Best of Travel 2017 

  

ADELAIDE #10 MOST 
LIVEABLE CITIES IN 

THE WORLD 2019 
(Economist Intelligence Unit) 
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Contact Information 

For a confidential discussion regarding the Chief Executive Officer position, please contact VUCA 

Director, Ms Christine Locher on 0438 388 510. 

Applications, including your CV and a letter of application are to be forwarded in Word format to 

SYCCEO@vuca.com.au 

Applications close 6pm Sunday 29 November 2020. 

 

 

Important Information 

Please note that VUCA Trusted Advisors believes that while the information contained in this 

document is true to the best of the Company’s knowledge at the time of writing, such information 

may change without notice. Further, the information herein is the property of the Company and must 

not be published or attributed unless explicitly agreed.  

 


